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REPORT FOCUS

Public funding to political parties is the central theme of this report. My Vote Counts’
(MVC) research aims to:
1)
2)
3)

Inform the public of how the law regulates public funding;
Illustrate the need for a single piece of legislation to allocate, record and disclose
records of public funding; and
Highlight the barriers to South Africans knowing how much each party receives in
public funds.

My Vote Counts (MVC) is a non-proﬁt company, advocating for more transparency,
accountability, inclusiveness and fairness in South Africa’s political and electoral system.
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HOW DO POLITICAL
PARTIES RAISE
MONEY?
OUR TAXES

PRIVATE FUNDING

In various democracies, taxpayers’
monies go to political parties in the form
of public funding. There are direct and
indirect means of allocating public funds
to political parties. The direct and
common form of public funding is in
allocating taxpayers’ money to political
parties. However, there are also common
indirect means of allocating funds. For
example, using state venues and public
broadcasting are all maintained by taxes
and are resources parties may benefit
from free of charge.

Private funding typically comes in the
form of donations directly made to parties
by local and multinational corporations,
business people or individuals and even
foreign politicians, political parties and/or
governments. Indirect forms, do not
come in the form of a financial cash
transaction. Indirect private funding may
be allocated to a trust, come in the form
of interest in a trust, profits from party
business, free services, loans at special
rates etc.

WHY DO PARTIES GET TAXPAYERS’ MONEY?
1)

If political parties are only reliant on private funding, it would empower larger political
parties unfairly. Donors are more likely to donate to larger parties with more power and
influence over policies, licensing and procurement.

2)

If smaller parties struggle to raise funds, their lifespan may be cut short. Without guaranteed
funds, they would be unable to access funds to sustain party operations while acting as
representatives of voters in their constituencies.

3)

If there is no public funding, parties will be completely reliant on corporations and individuals
who can buy access to and influence on politicians at the expense of the public interest.

4)

It can contribute towards reducing corruption in party funding by limiting the influence of
private funding on politicians.
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PUBLIC PARTY FUNDING
IN SA: THE LAW
Section 236 of the 1996 South African
Constitution states that:

allocation of public funds. From 2008, eight
provinces adopted their own provincial
legislation. The provincial parliaments distribute
the funds, with the exception of the Western
Cape which has its rules contained in
Section 23 (4)(h) of its provincial constitution.
In addition to the Provincial Parliaments, the
National Treasury also allocates funding to the
National Parliament for political party funding
which regulated under Section 34 and Section
65 of The Financial Management of Parliament
and Provincial Legislatures Act (FMPPLA) of
2009. The IEC is not responsible for managing
the additional funds allocated directly from
National Treasury to the provincial legislatures
and National Parliament.

“To enhance multi-party democracy,
national legislation must provide for the
funding of political parties participating
in national and provincial legislatures on
an equitable and proportional basis.”
In order to realise and fulfil Section 236 of the
Constitution, legislators came together and
drafted legislation that would allow for the
provision of our first public funding legislation.
In 1997, the Public Funding of Represented
Political Parties (Public Funding Act) was
adopted.

Local government does not receive public
funding, because the Constitution does not
make provision for this. The South African
Local Government Association (SALGA) has
highlighted the strain local government
political parties are under. SALGA and civil
society organisations have called for the
provision of public funding to parties at local
government level to reduce the dependence
on private funding.

The National Treasury allocates the funding
to the Independent Electoral Commission
(IEC) and the IEC allocates the funding
to political parties. Parties need to ensure
that they appoint an accountant to account for
how the monies are spent. The Public Funding
Act regulated the IEC as the management
entity of the allocation of these funds. The
Public Funding Act serves as a model, because
the following is regulated:

Further, the management of the Public
Funding Act by an independent institution
(the IEC) increases public trust, maintains
integrity and fulﬁls the public’s right to know.
The other rules or pieces of legislation
allocating public funds fall heavily short of
filling the above criteria.

• Transparency of how much is allocated to
each party;
• Transparency of how each party spends the
monies;
• Audited reports; and
• Restrictions on how the public monies may
be spent.
The management of and compliance with the
Public Funding Act is robust and accredited as
a useful model for other countries. However,
additional legislation was drafted to allocate
more funds to parties. Provincial legislatures
each have their own legislation to regulate the

*Note: When in effect, the PPFA will repeal the
Public Funding Act and implement a new
formula for the distribution of some of the
public funding to political parties.
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THREE “BULK” PUBLIC FUNDING
ALLOCATIONS ALLOCATED FROM TREASURY
NATIONAL
TREASURY

1

IEC

Parties in
the National
Legislature

2

Provincial
Legislatures

Parties in
the Provincial
Legislatures

Parties in
the Provincial
Legislatures

3

Parliament

Mainly to
parties in the
National
Legislature

NB* Throughout the report, the above bulk allocations are referred to as the following:
1)
2)
3)

The “IEC Allocation”
The “Provincial Allocation”; and
The “Parliamentary Allocation.”

Although each bulk allocation transfers funding to political parties in the provincial legislatures, our
categorisation refers to the relevant institution that is regulated to receive and manage the
distribution of funds directly from the National Treasury.
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FUNDING RECORDS:
SCATTERED, HIDDEN & COMPLEX
MVC has collected information on the public
funding of political parties. We looked for:
- How many pieces of legislation govern the
allocation of public funding to parties;
- How much each party receives in public
funds; and
- How much public funding is allocated by
Treasury for each existing piece of
legislation.

MVC will illustrate how we were able to
calculate the public funds parties receive.
MVC’s research entailed collecting the data
from parliamentary and provincial expenditure
and budget reports, IEC Annual Party Funding
Reports, communications with provincial state
officials, and the Promotion of Access to
Information Act (PAIA). Not all these avenues
helped us to retrieve the information sought.

HOW MUCH DOES EACH PARTY GET?
“Only the IEC managed Public Funding Act includes regulations that ensure that the amount
allocated to EACH PARTY is recorded for public access. Between EPREs and the annual reports of
provincial legislatures, MVC was able to find some (but not all) information on how much each
political party received in Provincial Allocations for 8 of the 9 provinces. In addition, MVC managed,
through PAIA requests, to get information from National Parliament on the amount of funds
received by political parties from the Parliamentary Allocation.”

THREE PUBLIC FUNDING BULK ALLOCATIONS MADE BY TREASUARY OVER FOUR
FINANCIAL YEARS 2014/15 – 2017/18 (ROUNDED OFF)
R1,11 billion

RANDS IN MILLIONS
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2017/18

Parliamentary Allocations
R 1 566 862 000

THREE PUBLIC FUNDING BULK ALLOCATIONS MADE BY TREASUARY OVER FOUR
FINANCIAL YEARS 2014/15 – 2017/18 (ROUNDED OFF)
IEC Allocations
R 523 294 004

32%

Provincial Allocations
R 2 859 644 000
ParliamentaryAllocations
R 1 566 862 000

10%

58%

IEC ALLOCATIONS
Between the financial years of 2014/15 to 2017/18, MVC estimated that:
• Treasury has allocated R 523 294 004 towards the Public Funding of Represented Political
Parties Act for the IEC to distribute in public funds to parties;
• The IEC allocated 10% of the total public funds political parties received.
Parties in the National Legislature

National
Treasury

IEC

Parties in the Provincial Legislature

Provincial Legislatures

Parties in the Provincial Legislatures

Parliament

Parties in the National Legislature

PROS

CONS

• Publishes how the total amount is
distributed between parties.

• Has unfairly allocated an excessive
portion of public funds to larger parties.

• Collects and publishes records on how
monies are spent.

• The “equitable” allocation is
determined based on a determination
of parties’ funding “needs,” but it is
not clear on how “need” is
established when distributing a
portion of funds.

• An independent entity (IEC) manages
the allocation, recording and
transparency.
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IEC ALLOCATIONS
OVER FOUR
YEARS

R 140 729 576
2017/18
R 133 719 172
2016/17

The Public Funding Act has an alloction
formula which affords 90% of the sum of
the allocation to parties in proportion to
seats held in the national legislature and
the provincial legislatures. 10% of the
funds are allocated on an equitable basis.
To reiterate, once the Political Party
Funding Act (PPFA) is implemented, the
Public Funding Act will be repealed.

R 127 394 146
2015/16
R 121 451 110
2014/15

2017/18 IEC ALLOCATION DISTRIBUTED IN THE NATIONAL LEGISLATURE
The distribution formula has been critiqued for maintaining incumbency of the ruling-party as
it grossly beneﬁts larger parties who already enjoy a wealth of private funds. 90% of the IEC
Allocation is distributed proportionally and 10% equitably.
To illustrate, in the 2017/18 financial year R 140 729 576 was made available for the IEC to
distribute. 90% of the funds is equal to R 126 656 618 and 10% is R 14 072 957. In the National
Assembly there is a total of 400 seats and all provinces collectively have 430 seats. Therefore, in
2017/18, R 140 729 576 had to be divided among 830 seats.
THE LARGEST AND SMALLEST PARTIES SHARE OF THE IEC ALLOCATION IN THE
NATIONAL LEGISLATURE 2017/18

ANC’S 249 Seats
R 80 571 921

400

Pan Africanist
Congress’ 1 Seat
R 152 598

Once the Political Party Funding Act (PPFA) repeals the Public Funding Act, the distribution
formula of the IEC Allocation will change to:
• Two thirds of the annual allocation made to the IEC will be distributed in proportion to
how many seats a party has; and
• One third of the annual allocation made to the IEC will be distributed on an equitable
basis.
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PROVINCIAL ALLOCATIONS
Between the financial years of 2014/15 to 2017/18, MVC estimated that:
• The National Treasury has allocated at least R 2 859 644 000 to political parties through
provincial legislatures;
• Provincial legislatures distributed 58% of the total public funds to political parties represented
in respective provincial legislatures.
Parties in the National Legislature

National
Treasury

IEC

Parties in the Provincial Legislature

Provincial Legislatures

Parties in the Provincial Legislatures

Parliament

Parties in the National Legislature

PROS

CONS

• Estimates of Provincial Revenue and
Expenditure Reports (EPRE) record
funding allocated in sum, as a bulk
amount, to all parties.

• Only Mpumalanga reports on how
much each party receives in public
funds in its EPRE.
• Cannot see if these funds are spent
appropriately.

• The Annual Financial Reports of the 9
Provincial Legislatures provide some
information of the allocations made to
each represented political party in
that province.

• Each province has their own rules on
how public funds are distributed, to
the detriment of smaller parties.
• The management of the allocation of
the funds is not carried out by an
independent entity, but is managed
by the relevant provincial legislature.
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PROVINCIAL
ALLOCATIONS OVER
FOUR YEARS
WHAT ARE EPREs?
Estimates of Provincial Revenue &
Expenditure Reports (EPRE) are financial
reports which each province publishes
each financial year. A province’s EPRE
provides a breakdown on how revenue
was spent and indicates the amount of
revenue necessary to meet future costs.
MVC used each province’s EPRE to collect
public funding data displayed in this
section on “Provincial Allocations.”

R 784 604 000
2017/18
R 742 269 000
2016/17

R 694 138 000
2015/16
R 638 633 000
2014/15

CONFUSING THE PUBLIC: How we tallied the Provincial Allocations
To find out how much each province receives in these additional public fund allocations, which we
refer to as the “Provincial Allocations”, one has to trawl through records made available on the
National Treasury website as well as Annual Reports of the 9 provincial legislatures. The National
Treasury website annually publishes EPRE Reports. Each province’s EPRE reports on public funding
to parties differently and the Annual Reports of the provincial legislatures do not all provide the
level of detail to see how much each party is receiving. This is problematic for the following reasons:
• Reporting on public funding is fractured and unorganised;
• It is difficult to monitor and trace the total amount of public funding allocated by the National
Treasury;
• Only Mpumalanga in its EPRE reports on how much is allocated to each political party. All the
other provinces do not report this detail in their EPRE, but rather report on the total amount
allocated to all parties as a single amount. With the exception of Limpopo and the Northern
Cape, all the 9 provinces provide at least some information of allocations to each political party
in the annual reports of their respective legislatures; and
• It opens up the risk and can create the perception that public funding allocations are concealed
or intentionally difficult for members of the public to calculate through heterogenous reporting.
In each EPRE, there are line items which refer to monies allocated to political parties. These
reported allocations are mostly referred to as summations made to all parties, as opposed to
reporting how much each party receives. However, one EPRE can refer to a range of allocations,
where more than one line item is listed. One EPRE can contain hundreds of pages and in certain
cases, the line items referring to allocations made to parties are scattered across the EPRE.
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PROVINCE
Eastern Cape

Free State
Gauteng

Kwa-Zulu Natal
Limpopo

Mpumalanga

Northern Cape
North West

Western Cape

DIFFERENT POLITICAL PARTY LINE
ITEMS CONTAINED IN THE EPREs
Constituency Allowance
Secretarial Allowance
Political Support Services
Facilities and Benefits to Members
Facilities and Benefits to Members
Political Support Services
Transfers to Political parties
Constituency Allowance
Political Party Funding
Funding for Political Parties
Political Parties Fund
Political Support Service
Constituency Allowance
Facilities and Benefits to Members
Transfer to political parties
Constituency Allowance
Member Facilities
Political Party support
Member Facilities
Political Party Funding
Constituency Allowance
Research Allowance
Secretarial Allowance
Political Parties Support
Constituency Allowance
Secretarial Allowance
Facilities and Benefits to Members
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RANDS IN MILLIONS
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PUBLIC FUNDING BULK ALLOCATIONS MADE BY TREASURY TO
PROVINCIAL LEGISLATURES

PARLIAMENTARY ALLOCATIONS
Between the financial years of 2014/15 to 2017/18, MVC estimated that:
• Treasury has allocated R 1 566 862 000 towards public funding for the National Parliament to
distribute in public funds to parties represented in the National legislature.
• The National Parliament allocated 32% of the total public funds received by political parties.
Parties in the National Legislature

National
Treasury

IEC

Parties in the Provincial Legislature

Provincial Legislatures

Parties in the Provincial Legislatures

Parliament

Parties in the National Legislature

PROS

CONS

• Annual Budget Reports provide the
total sum of public funding allocated
to political parties.

• No records of how much each party
receives, unless a PAIA application is
made.
• Cannot see if these funds are spent
appropriately, unless a PAIA
application is made.
• The management of the allocation of
the funds is not carried out by an
independent entity, but is managed
by the National Parliament.

A “Constituency Fund” is allocated to parties in Parliament. These parties must use the money for
their constituency offices. This constituency fund is regulated under Section 34 and 65 of the
Financial Management of Parliament and Provincial Legislatures Act (FMPPLA). A constituency
office is meant to allow for a portion of Parliamentarians to serve as representatives of a particular
region. Parliamentarians are allocated a “constituency period” for parliamentarians to go to their
constituencies, providing the public access to directly interact with Parliamentarians who represent
their region.
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PARLIAMENTARY
ALLOCATIONS OVER
FOUR YEARS
CONFUSING THE PUBLIC:
How we tallied the Parliamentary
Allocations

R 436 530 000
2017/18
R 405 958 000
2016/17

The Annual Budget Reports published by
Parliament not only refer to “constituency
allowances,” but also refers to “party
support allowances” and “disability
support,” among other line items. This lack
of clarity also points to why any public
funding allocated to any political party
should ideally be managed under one
piece of legislation and include the
management by an independent entity.

R 371 837 000
2015/16
R 325 537 000
2014/15

Example of the information provided by National Parliament in its annual report
27.

Transfers to non-proﬁt institutions

Party Leadership Support
Party Support Allowance
Constituency Allowance
Disability Support
Transfers to Provincial Legislatures

2018
R ‘000

2017
R ‘000

10 860
113 718
309 311
1 432
1 209

9 766
104 242
284 421
1 008
6 521

436 530

405 958

2017/18 Parliament of the Republic of South Africa: Annual Report:
https://www.parliament.gov.za/storage/app/media/BusinessPubs/AnnualReport2017-2018.pdf
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FINAL THOUGHTS
As demonstrated, the legislative framework for public funding is fractured and incoherent, lending
itself to a lot of confusion. The simple solution would be for public funding to be regulated under
one piece of legislation. Not only will this make monitoring and oversight easier, but it will subject
all allocations to the same rules. Further, ensuring that public funding is only distributed through
the Public Funding of Represented Political Parties Act, or the Political Party Funding Act which will
repeal the Public Funding Act, it will allow for:
1.
2.
3.

A more accurate reflection of how much each party actually benefits in public funding;
Require of parties to account for how all public funds are spent; and
Ensure that the same distribution formula applies to all allocations.

Public funding for political parties is necessary. However, an over-reliance and particularly a 100%
reliance on public funding can contribute towards entrenching the majority-minority distribution of
legislative seats. On the other hand, if there is very little or no state subsidisation of political parties,
smaller parties which attract less private funds than larger political parties, can easily dwindle
further as larger parties, particularly ruling parties, may naturally attract more support from the
business sector.
In South Africa, provisions for public funding for represented political parties has not proved to
reduce the drive to raise private funding by political parties or reduce the corruption associated
with private funding to political parties. However, providing public funding alone cannot deter or
reduce any excessive or corrupt pursuit for private funding. At the same time, public funding to
political parties cannot be a “free for all.” An over-reliance on public funding can also make political
parties less responsive to their constituencies if parties believe that they have a secure source of
income.
To not overburden a shrinking tax base in a developing
country with high levels of unemployment and
poverty, a reasonable amount of funds should be
provided. The available funds can be distributed with
fair measures that balance the rewarding of political
parties who won a larger share of seats in legislatures
(proportionality) with a needs-based approach
(equitability). Unlike private funding, where records of
donor-party relationships are commonly leaked
through media exposés, there is a lot more
information available on public funding. However, the
major existing gaps in available information and
barriers in accessing public funding data must be
brought to society’s attention and condemned. By the
state acting as gatekeepers to the information and not
disclosing how parties truly benefit from taxpayers’
money, our unresponsive state institutions are guilty of
not upholding the constitutional principles of
accountability and transparency. Further, the state can
be perceived to be protecting secrecy for political
parties instead of maintaining the separation between
party and state to protect the rights of the, mostly
poor and marginalised, South African citizens.
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REFERENCE LIST
IEC data:
http://www.elections.org.za/content/About-Us/Represented-Political-Parties/
Provincial Allocations:
http://www.treasury.gov.za/documents/provincial%20budget/2018/3.%20Estimates%20of%20Pro
v%20Rev%20and%20Exp/Default.aspx
http://www.treasury.gov.za/documents/provincial%20budget/2017/4.%20Estimates%20of%20Pro
v%20Rev%20and%20Exp/Default.aspx
http://www.treasury.gov.za/documents/provincial%20budget/2016/default.aspx
http://www.treasury.gov.za/documents/provincial%20budget/2015/default.aspx
https://provincialgovernment.co.za/
Parliamentary Allocations:
https://www.parliament.gov.za/storage/app/media/BusinessPubs/AnnualReport2014-2015.pdf
https://www.parliament.gov.za/storage/app/media/BusinessPubs/AnnualReport2015-2016.pdf
https://www.parliament.gov.za/storage/app/media/BusinessPubs/AnnualReport2016-2017.pdf
https://www.parliament.gov.za/storage/app/media/BusinessPubs/AnnualReport2017-2018.pdf
https://www.parliament.gov.za/storage/app/media/BusinessPubs/AnnualReport2018-2019.pdf
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